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This thesis is concerned with the non-isentropic Euler equations and Ferrohydrody-
namics equations. The global existence and uniqueness of the solutions to the equations
and the large time behavior of the solutions to the equations are discussed in terms of
mathematical theory. There are two parts in this thesis. The rst part consists of Chapter
3 and Chapter 4, in which we discuss the global existence and decay for the solutions of
the non-isentropic Euler equations with damping and heat conduction . The large time
behavior of the non-isentropic Euler equations which coupled with Poisson equation is
also studied. The second part consists of Chapter 5. The global existence, uniqueness
and asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the compressible Ferrohydrodynamics equa-
tions are discussed when the spin magnetic moment is magnetized and diused under the
action of an external magnetic eld.
In Chapter 1, we briey introduce the research background of Euler equations and
Ferrohydrodynamics equations, and review the research results of related mathematical
models. The research contents and results of this paper are listed briey.
In Chapter 2, we recall some symbolic representations and denitions, and review
some essential conclusions and crucial lemmas, which will be used in the subsequent
chapters. We show part of details of the argument of conclusions.
In Chapter 3, we consider the global existence, uniqueness and decay of the smooth
solutions near a constant equilibrium to the compressible non-isentropic Euler equations
in R3. With the method of energy estimates, we show the existence and uniqueness of
the global classical solutions. Notice that we only assume that the H3 norm of initial
data is small. However, When we derive the higher-order energy estimates of speed
and temperature, the higher-order derivatives of temperature arises in the process of
eliminating each other among linear term. So we have to assume that the H4 norm of
initial data is small when we demonstrate the decay rate. But we do not assume that the
Lp norm of initial data is small. Unlike Euler-Poisson equations, we only obtained the
algebraic decay rate for the Euler equations because of the lack of Poisson equation and
relaxation term of temperature.















solution to the compressible non-isentropic Euler-Poisson equations near a non-constant
steady state in R3 are discussed. Diering from the isentropic equations, the dicuties
here are caused by the temperature. Using some concise interpolation tricks and energy
estimates, we relaxed the regularity of the initial temperature in the previous result. It
shows the existence and uniqueness of the global classical solution. We can nd that
the Poisson equation restored the lower-order dissipation of the density in the process
of proving. Therefore,it is proved that the solutions converges to the stationary solution
exponentially fast when time tends to innity.
In Chapter 5, we consider the large time behavior of the global solution of the
Cauchy problem to the compressible Ferrohydrodynamics equations in R3 under the
action of an external magnetic eld, and the diusion of the spin magnetic moment.
The global existence and uniqueness of the solutions is proved by assuming that the
lower-order norm of the initial data and a expression of the external magnetic eld
are small. Because both the _H s norm and the _B s2;1 norm of solutions are preserved
along time evolution, we use a negative Sobolev or Besov space to discuss the large
time behavior of solutions. It is proved the time decay rates of the solutions and its
higher-order derivatives when the divergence of the external magnetic eld equals to
zero. In order to obtain our results, we only assume that the H3 norm of initial data
is small，while the smallness of the higher-order derivatives and Lp norm of the initial
data are not necessary. We here claim that the decay results of density and velocity are
optimal in the sense that they are consistent with those in the linearized case. But the
decay results of angular velocity and magnetization are not optimal. We obtained faster
decay results of angular velocity and magnetization by estimating directly the angular
momentum equation and magnetization equation when we assume that the higher-order
norm of initial data is small.
Key words: Non-isentropic Euler equations; Non-isentropic Euler-Poisson equations;






















可以用下述方程组描述：8><>:@t+ div(u) = 0;@t(u) + div(u
 u) +rp() = F: (1.1.1)
方程组 (1.1.1)中的第一个方程通常称为连续性方程，一般我们称此方程组为 Euler方
程组。这里， = (t; x)和 u = u(t; x)分别表示流体的质量密度和速度向量。p = p()
表示压强函数。F = F (t; x)表示体积力密度，亦即单位质量流体所受的外力。其中，t












会出现摩擦阻尼项  u= ( 表示动量松弛时间)，方程变为：
@t(u) + div(u








u2 + p)u) =  u2= + : (1.1.4)

















t + div(u) = 0;
(u)t + div(u
 u) +rp = divS;
(e)t + div(ue) + pdivu  div(r) = S D(u):
(1.1.5)
这里， S = 2D(u) + divuI 是粘性应力张量， D(u) = 1
2
(ru + (ru)T )。其中， 和
表示流体的粘性系数且满足一般的物理假设：





Stokes方程组8><>:@t+ div(u) = 0;@t(u) + div(u
 u) +rp()  u  (+ )r div u = 0: (1.1.6)
由于考虑了流体粘性的影响，所以运动方程出现了项 u 和 ( + )r div u。当




仑力  E ，洛伦兹力  uH 和静电力 r。其中， E表示电场， H表示磁场， 
表示静电势，这里 和 u分别表示带电粒子的密度和速度。
我们知道，静电势 满足 Gauss定律：
  = g: (1.1.7)
这里， g 表示带电粒子携带电荷的代数和，而介电常数  > 0 。可以看到方程
(1.1.7)是一个 Poisson方程。在不同的情况下，函数 g有不同的表现形式。例如，在半
导体中，有
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